
Our company is looking to fill the role of station manager. Thank you in advance
for taking a look at the list of responsibilities and qualifications. We look forward
to reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for station manager

Makes recommendations to the Manager of Station Operations and the
Passenger Service Manager on appropriate changes to ensure quality service
and operational goals are achieved while also meeting CSA established
productivity goals
Acts as liaison to the San Francisco Airport for facility infrastructure projects
Manages day-to-day vendor operations and ensures all passenger
expectations are met
Measures vendor productivity and provides oversight and immediate
feedback on vendor performance
Provides leadership and direction and ensures high standards and
performance are maintained
Manages staffing levels to ensure adequacy in all operational areas (e.g.,
ticket lobby, concourse, baggage claim areas) and provides day-to-day
oversight to ensure lunch and break schedules meet passenger flow
Measures internal productivity and provides immediate feedback and
oversight on performance
Provides feedback on probationary and grievance processes, with
recommendations for appropriate discipline if needed
Oversees employee recognition and the attainment of operational
performance goals (e.g., MAP rate, on-time performance, time-to-carousel,
and customer satisfaction)
Helps coordinate training needs for baggage service, concourse, ticket
counter, and departure coordinators
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This position will require the selected candidate to travel outside the station
for training - in addition to the completion of their new hire onboarding
This position will require the selected candidate to travel outside the station
for training
Ability to work unaccompanied, standing, and without defined break periods
Ability to bend, twists, and lift at least 20 lbs
Ability to work a flexible schedule, including nights and weekends, and be
available 24/7 to respond to incidents and emergencies
Must have reliable transportation, a valid driver's license and current
automobile insurance


